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Stevenson and Lunine [I] presented a model for enhancing the abundance of solid material in 
the region of the solar nebula at  the water condensation point. This was used to provide a means to 
produce a much more rapid formation of Jupiter than the standard solar nebula models. However 
they underestimated the drag induced sun-ward radial drift of the planetesimals of interest. Re- 
analysis reveals that these particles would spread over the inner solar system and might influence 
the formation of the asteroids. 

The basic concept in [I] is to  use a diffusive redistribution of water vapor from the inner part of 
the solar nebula out to the point where the temperature drops low enough to form ice. Stevenson 
and Lunine used simple but reasonable models for the growth of ice grains and a cold finger model 
for the diffusive redistribution. They found that micron sized particles grow in days and after about 
a hundred thousand years particles approach lcm. 

They then used Weidenschilling's [2] results for radial drift of large particles to argue that lOOm 
particles will decouple from the turbulent gas and remain in the area of the condensation zone. 
These would then form the basis of larger planetesimals and would eventually form Jupiter. They 
gave values for the radial drift of l cmls  and a drift in lo5 years of order O.1AU. 

This appears to have been done with Weidenschilling's 1AU data. Therefore the solar nebular 
parameters used in [I] were re-applied to itreidenschilling's [2] model at  5AU. Some additional 
nebular parameters which were required for this exercise but not provided in [I] were taken from 
Wood and Morfill [3]. This resulted in a radial drift of 16cmls which corresponds to a radial 
motion of 3.3AU in lo5 years. This is much greater than the value used in [I] and has the effect of 
spreading the proto-planetesimals throughout the inner solar system. 

The effect of newer drag laws and the complete, and therefore hopefully self-consistent, simple 
nebular model of Wood and Morfill[3] was also investigated. The newer drag law given in Hood and 
Horanyi [4], was compared with the Epstein drag law used by 'Il'eidenschilling, which are both valid 
for the same size and velocity regions. It was assumed that the grain was at the same temperature 
as the surrounding nebula. The results are shown in the figure. 

The two drag laws produce only slightly different results, and those are limited to the small 
particle region. However, the different nebular model produces a radial drift approximately ten 
times as large, mostly due to the pressure gradient differences. If this model is more correct then 
the lOOm particles would move over 30AU inward in lo5 years, calculated the same way as the 
above drifts. Obviously this is an unrealistic result as the sun is only 5-4U away. 

There are several implications of these results. The foremost of these is that Stevenson and 
Lunine's rapid formation of Jupiter would most likely not take place since the larger radial drifts 
at 5AU would spread out the proposed planetesimals. Therefore the requisite increased surface 
particle density would not materialize to provide the runaway growth of a solid core. Another 
model which explains the existence of this gaseous planet must be found. 

Other possible effects of this mechanism are also of interest. If the grains drift sun-ward again 
after they decouple from the gas, then they will heat up. This will cause evaporation. This is a 
mechanism for moving water vapor back inside the condensation zone and form a kind of -'back 
pressure" to the diffusion of vapor into the condensation zone in the first place. Since it is unlikely 
that all of the ice will return to the vapor phase, the remainder may well have formed parts of the 
present day asteroids. 

Finally, Stevenson and Lunine's model of the depletion of water vapor inside the condensation 
point has other implications for the formation of the asteroids. Reduced water vapor would reduce 
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the formation of metal hydrates directly from the nebula, though the solid particles which have 
moved inward may provide local areas of enhanced water availability. +Also, since water is the pri- 
mary form of oxygen in the inner solar nebula, any decrease would decrease tlie carbon t o  oxygen 
ratio, possibly t o  the point where there is more carbon than oxygen. This would have a large effect 
on the formation of organic compounds. 
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FIGURE. 

Radial Drift Due To Drag (at 5AU) 
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